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Increasingly,

related

rtade perspect ve.

schdlars from a wide variety of communication

begun theorizing about communication from a

These scholars place language as the,central

focus communicative inquiry. If the essence of-communication

is meaning and if language is central to communication, language

and meaning may be viewed as closely tied and engaged in a very

fundamental relatidnship. The problem.forstudy then, is-trying

to determine the exact.nature of the role that language plays in

contributing to the mearfing of a communicative event. These

scholars belierve that in order to have a real understanding of

communication, it is necessary.to understand the use of language

in context. Toward this end, several

etc.) have proposed rules that govern

language as it occurs in various situations of its everyday

theorists (eg. Layoff, Searle

and explain the workings of

use.
1

While the:notion of applying rules to communication is a sound

one, this paper will, take exception to the current manner, of

application. I wiLl'argue that current rule approaches, are in

violation of the basic philosophy underlying Communication theory -

the Whiteheadian notion of process. The Whiteheadian notion of

.process is well embodied in Berlo's definition of process:,

1P`

,Q. . - 0-

If we accept the concept of process, we view, the events and
relationships as dynamic, en-going, ever-changing, continuous.
When we \abel something as a process we also mean that it does
not' have a beginning, an end, a fixed sequence of events. It
is not,static, at rest. It is moving. The ingredients
within a process interact; each affects all of the ether's.

CoMMunication 'theory reflects a'process point of view. A,
communication theorist rejects the possibility that nature
.consists of ,events or ingredients that are seperable from
all other events. He argues thatlou cannot talk about
the beginning'or end of communication or say thata particular
i ea came from one specific source, tha/ communication occurs
n only'one way and'solin. 2
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For an excellent discussion of the Whiteheadian notion of 'process

see David Smith's article "Communication Research and the Idea

;
1

of Process."3

While accepting the Whiteheadian'notion of process as a

philosophical cornerstone of their work, communication theorists

have long had trouble dealing with it. In "Communication Research

and the Idea of Pro8ess," Smith,demonstrates a corqradiction in

the work of communication empiricists; Hekclaims'that their

`-
thebreticaLendeavors are conceptually sound in terms of the

Whiteheadian notion of process'but, that their methedology violtes

it.. This paper will charge that a worse. state of affairs exists

for theorists who approach communication from a language rules .

persp4Ctive. ,Not even their theoretical work is conceptually

sound. The rules that they propose are inconsistent with the

Whiteheadian nottoh, of process.
. /

This paper will demonstrate the inconsistency and its;

consequences (Section I), propose a reconceptualization'of ruleS

that will eliminate the prOblem (Section II), and discuss the

implications of the solution (Section

I. The Generality Paradox
,

Implicit in the rules that thorists.have'prOOsed to explain

language in context is the assumption of -a certain degree of
14

generality. There are two senses of generality ,that are used

here. The first sense of generality.aseimes that communicative'

situations possess enough similarity to allow for tie formulation
A -4

of rules that apply to a number or like situations.. Although we
-.

,are all familiar with the expression, "there are eXceptions to

every_rule," there is some point at which a rule ceases to be ka

r
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rule in-the face of an overwhelming number of exceptions. (The

exact number of exceptions is intuitive. After a rule is

proposed and exceptions begin to .be

strength of-the rule decreases. As

we.say that the rule,is no longer a

become the rule.)

found, we say that the

more exceptions are 'found,

rule. The exception has

1

The seconds sense bf generality assumes .-th'at the number of.like
. f.,

situations whi"eh form .the domain of a given rule will be of

adequate quantity. (Adequate quantity is s-a matter of.intuition.

The point ks that if the number of like situations is too small,

then the focus of the rule is too,.narrow and the rule will be

trivial.)

There is an inherent conflict between the two senses of

generality which has trapped language in context rules in a

generality paradot. By trying not to violatelthe first sense of

generality (eliminating exceptions), the second sense is violatpd

(the range of situations is reduced to the trivial). By trying

not to violate the second sense of generality.(having an adequate

number of li-ke situations), the first sense is violated (a large

number of exceptions occur). (There is, of course, en exception.'

to this rule. Cases existwhere a highly, general rule (in'the

second sense) can be demonstrated to haVe few or no exceptions.

The significance of such rules may be discgunted as trivial

because they take the form of truisms; ,6g. Lakoff's rule - LIt

is impolite to impose. ")

Theorists continual* reframe their rules more generally or

4

more specifically in an attempt to achieve a balnce. where the .
(°

_conflict doesn't exist. 4 The logic of the.Whiteheadian notion """
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of FoceSs dictates\that these attempts be doomed.tofailure.

Even if a rule is sospecific that it has a range of only,two

suctions, there will still be an infinite number of contextual

variables that will differ between the two situations. thus, the

,"rule will apply to the situation which served as a,model frbm

which it was derived, but the other situation will be an exception.

Ope efght'-object that it is an erroneous assumption to belieie

that theinftnity of deifferences are communicatively important. I

;conte010-.that'this is anassimption dictated by 'We Whiteheadian'

notion of.process. Even if all. the differences are not

communicatively important, askilple question demonstrates why they

need be treated as such - what variables of a situation are'

cemMunicatively important? The answer to this question leads

directly into reductionism - a practice which runs counter to the

°Whitehdadian notion of process. Whitehdad writes:'

The how. an actual entity becomes constitutes what the
actual entity'is; so that the two descriptions of an actual

entity are'not independent. Its being is constituted, by

its becoming. 5
.

In other'words, the whole it greater than the sum'of its parts.
,

Everything ,is interrelated and emergent, and each situation.is

unique!

From a strict point of view, all of the infinity of ,variables

are communicatively'important since everything is, interrelated and

insepefable. Intuitively, howexer, one can sense that some aspects

,

of the situation can be treated as possessing primary.importance,

while etheraspects may be relegated to a negligible role. This

qannot be determined in advance of occurence and may even .change

after occurence. Support for this assertion comes from 1Vilson's

writings on the,interpietiXe. paradigm:

.
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4 central characteristic of documentary interpretation is
that. later appearances may force a revision in the perceived
underlying pattern that in turn compels a reinterpretation
of what previdus earances "really mere" Corisequently,
'wHht the situation " eally was" and what he actors "really

T. did" oh a particular occasion are,pontinu lly open to
redefi/nition. 6 ' - *,

. ..

Therefore, variables that one might intuitively. label as
:

,

unimlipvtant,initiall, may come to be OfTrimary importance at a

later time. Since there is no time limit for the redefinition of .

a situation, 'continuing reinterpretation gives all variables the

potential for importance.
.

If each communication situation is essentially different,, then

each has its own set rules. We cannot come into a "situatkon

and analyte it wi

apply. Thus, the
0

generality - that

to allow for the

alike situations -

th ready-made rules' and think they are gorng.to,

assumption underlying' the first sense of

communicative' situations possess ''enough pin .l5arity

formulation of rules that apply to A number 0,P . ,

is incorrect.

II. The Relationship Between Level I, Level-DI, and Meta -Rules

In order to visualize the problem-clearly and understand'

the solution I wifl propose; it is convenient to think of the
0

universe as cftsisting of levels. These be conceptualized'.

as levels of abstraction, whey-Level I concerns specific, real

World occurrences and sdcceedingly higher levels concern

idealizations of increasingly general nature.

Level I rules are the actual context-spbcific_rules that

411:lerge-uniquely to, and operate in, every indivIdual situation.

They cannot be predicted with casual accuracy because of their
0

uniqueness. Hawes supports this view as well. as' much of what was

stated in tht preceding section:



,

et another diffefencebetween the traditionalist and 'the
naturalist perspective is the ,role and function of logics.
By "logic" I mean a set Of assumptions and rules fOr
'obtaining implicationsor entailments of thoSe assumptions.
take traditionelist uses preconceived logics to direct research

d ;interpret findings., In, short, the researcher,establishes
,the nouns Andierelationships among thet before gathering data.
In f9.ct, what constitut6s a datlim.is determined by conpeiving
the logics prior to the observations. The naturalist on the
other hand, ,is identifying,the logics of the people being

.'observed. in short, the researcher uses a variety of methods
to determine the nouns and relationships among them that

e, constitute everyday logics of social actors. 7

My position might be termed.modified naturalist. I don't

believe that a preconceived logiC(or' rules) s'Ciuld determine

what constitutes a datum, but I do belieyp such a ic-41-c (or rules)

can be used open-mindedly While making observations,, to assist

in the identification of the logics (or miles) of the 'people

being observed. Such logics or'rules, thus,beCome one.of,the

variety of methods that HaweS refersto, as employed by the

naturalist tOr dtsbovering the everydaY logics of social actors.-'.- 4

Such logics or rules (preconceived) are what I termAneta-rules1.

s . .

A Level'II rule ista meta -rule. It a heuristic, whose

purpose is to aid in th discovery of Level I rules. It is

context-sensitive, but not context - specific! This trait frees the

meta -rule, fr,bm the necessity of actial occurrence. It is an

idealization. It should bethought of in the sense of the "normali

or "aVerage" American (with two and a half kids). Such a person
O

is, of course, a statistical fiction. But it is a fiction

which guides us in our evaluation of reality. This is the most

important,Thature(of,meta-rules. 'It *liminateS the .problem of

exceptions and ends the inherent conflict beldgen the two senses

of .generality.'

Hawes' idea of first-order and secbnd-order. constructs is

roughly analagous to MI .conception,ofLevel I and Level II rules:



It ''Using Alfred Schu-V's terminology for a moment, one 'woad'

say that a traditionalist assumes first-order constructs of

the everl5da'World and proceeds' directly to the use of

second-order constructs of the'scientific world. The

naturalisb rather than assuming first-order constructs,
attempts 15 identify and explicate them. The or of a
consieUtt is roughly analagous'to its degree of remoteness,

from ,its everyday use and meaning. 8
. 7

0 i.

Just as_ Hawes s-Wtes.that the naturalist doesn't-assume first- ,

.

order constructs but attempts to identify and explicate them, I'

say that Level. I are unique. to eich situation and can't be

postulated prior to occurrence; .They must be discovered after the

event. One of the ways that Level I rules maybe discovered is

through the use of meta-rules (Level II rules)'. 'These exist

independently of specific context and so, like Hawes'asecond-o'rder,

cOng.ttlict, are further removed frobl

The mistake of language theorists to date has been theA-.

attempt to propose preconceived, general rules as-LevelI rules.

They p the real Level I rules (con t-specific) off of the

spectrum as' if they don't exist. (This is why I'm making such a

. -

big deal about the term meta-rule., It focuses attention on the

fact, that there are rules operating at a lower level of abqtrac ion

than the generalizations that language in context theorists'

-
currently.pass off as the, bottom line. There are specific rules

that operate uniquely in every individual situation and these are

the Level I rules - the real bottom line).

- At this point, the reader may' feel frustrated and raise th

question, "Mustoeach situation be studied separately?'" The answqr

is "yes." ?This is dictated by the Whi'teheadian nqtion of process.

However,
-science progresses toward generalities 'and although every

situation is unique\intuitively one can sense that similarities
ti

exist between them. The meta-rule is the logical place for thede

9
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similarities to be located. ',language theorists en develop

their generalilationsirao meta - rules. A researclier.armRS with

.these meta- rules' can then study a specific communicatidn situation
4

(after it occurs) using the meta-rules as starting points4Flor

. discovering the Level I yule.s (context7specific, ;sal rules),
4

operating in that situation.

,The meta-rule is like a'mean and each individual situation

with its Level I rules is' -like a raw score. The mean doesn't

actually exist, but get's the researcher into the right area.
4.

After the Level I rules are disCovered, tie w7th of a particular
('

meta -rule can 4eevaluated by making an inAlitive judgement'about

how much the Level I rules differ from the meta-rule. Continuing

\

, ,

the analogy of the meta-rule as a mean, we would say that the

richness of a meta-rule increases as the standard deviation of the e-

Level I" rule decreases. (dote that cases may exist where the

Level I rule and the meta-rule are identical': just hs a raw score

may'fall on the mean. This.is by far a minority of cases.)

'III Implications

. The implications of maa-rules f language in context, theorists

are two-fold. First', they correct a philosophical inconsistency

by bringing the rule governed approach-to communication into

line with its underlying philosophy of the WhTitehead n notion

of process. ,Secondly, and of practical outisequence 'to researchers,

they direct attention'away froi idealized generalities, towax4d

the primary data of real social interactions.

Meta-rules arise out of generalizations based on observations
.141r

of many specific situations. Each one is a mean arising out of

10
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numerous raw scores. We are' at the 'point now, where such a:
. ,

',' : desc ptive 'base of vow scores is sorely needed in the field

J.

Of com unicationt' *In "ConversatioAal Analysis." Nofsinger
,.. .,

argue for such qbservations:
,-

- ,

I.

Communication scholars are-constantly immersed4n an ocean
of data--oommutication phenomena--bat for thegost pai-t
fi a

!,

ve not devoted themselyes to the careful description of
,
_

.,,

communication acts and episodes...We do not Understand t,10,

communication -very well; because we have not carefully
t ' observed; deAcribed, and its everyday ,

. .

oecurrendes....discourse.analysis.can provide the descriptions ,

and taXonoMies which it is the business of theory' to ,

explaim.:..This 'seems to indicate that ,frod a rules
4, perspectiire, as Well as the covering lay,/ model the

explanatory machinery which the investigator clstructs
1 (whether it be a grammar of communication, a th ors/,, or

whatever) presupposes the existance of a data base. of'
observations, descriptions and interpretations. 9'

Meta-rules are derived from this data bae Of observations.

They are then turned back toward specific.' v'situations to pride
/

guides for disdovering the Level I rule's in a, situation under-

invebtigation. Level I rules are dismoirered and then contribute

to the formation of a new data base from which new meta -rules

are created, etc.

Thesteri meta-ru implieS 'that there_ are rules at a level'

belowott.* By pointing researchers in the direction of these'

lower level rules, meta-t'ules bring language research down to

.

.

. the specific, real world level envisioned by Hawea and Nofsknger.
. .

N
The acceptance of the meta-rule concept implies a central role in

.
.

.

communication research for Nofsinger2s discourse,anlkysis'af'

)
specific situations. It implies a great increase r4 field

. y
.

research and it iMplies a heavy re/lance uponAthe
\

methedology of::
% w

participant observatiOn. Most importantly however, 'the concept
w , .

of meta-rules takes the process rankey off 'language in

c.

context theorists' backs.

11,
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